Pelican Ruck™ Case
Features

1. IP68 RATED PROTECTION
   from water, dirt, snow and dust*
2. FLEXIBLE LID ORGANIZER
   for secure storage
3. RUBBERIZED EXO-SKELETON
   for added protection
4. DUAL PIVOT LATCH
   for secure lock and easy opening
5. MULTIPLE EXTERNAL
   attachment points

* IP68: depth of 2 meters for 30 minutes

Pelican Go™ Case
Features

1. IP67 RATED PROTECTION
   from water, dirt, snow and dust*
2. INTEGRATED SINGLE LATCH
   one hand operation
3. HANDLE
   for easy carry
4. RUBBERIZED PROTECTIVE
   Bumper
5. DIVIDER TRAY*
   with credit card pockets

* IP67: depth of 1 meter for 30 minutes
* G40: divider tray

PERSONAL UTILITY CASE

RUCK CASE

GO CASE

different colors and sizes available:

- Ruck 20
- Ruck 40
- Ruck 60
- G40
- G10
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